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This invention relates to help-summoning devices and 

more specifically to means for summoning help to disaster 
survivors of an aircraft abandoned over either water or 
solid ground, or to these still in a sunken submarine, or 
from or in a disabled surface seacraft or a land vehicle, 
and is a portable ejectable help-summoning device with 
self-contained means for preservation and performance. 

Heretofore occurred frequent failures to hear from and 
locate survivors of an aircraft, submarine, Suface Seacraft 
and/or land vehicle disasters which were often due to 
simultaneous disablement of the carrier-attached radio 
broadcasting equipment, if any. 
Common portable devices in a portable radio transmit 

ter field, normally suitable for broadcasting a verbal mes 
sage, are not likely to survive emergency conditions such 
as ejection and fall from an aircraft, shock in landing, 
exposure to cold, heat, water and like, nor are they 
capable of cat-like landing in upward position required 
for the antenna, nor of raising from under the water to 
the surface, nor can they be depended upon, if afloat, to 
remain in the disaster proximity, nor to substitute as a 
life preserver for a drowning survivor. 
One of the objects of this invention is to provide a 

portable device comprising an electric battery or the like, 
a vocal message receiver-recorder-transmitter, a radio 
broadcasting equipment, and actuating components-all 
enclosed in a sealable heat-cold-water-proof housing with 
Self-contained means for assuming and maintaining an up 
ward position in relation to said-equipment-antenna, self 
contained means for projecting the latter upwardly from 
the housing automatically at a pre-set time, self-contained 
means for thereafter actuating automatically the record 
transmission and thereof radio broadcasting via the pro 
jected antenna. 

Another object of this invention is to provide in 
the hereabove described device a self-contained means 
for slowing the fall of the device when it is ejected from 
an aircraft. 

Still another object of this invention is to provide in 
said device self-contained means for actuating automati 
cally at a pre-set time the means for slowing the fall of 
the device. 
Also an object of this invention is to provide in said 

device Self-contained shock absorbing means for reducing 
impact in device landing, 

It is also an object of this invention to provide in said 
device self-contained means for helping the device to raise 
from under the water to the surface and to keep it afloat. 
Among the other objects of this invention is to provide 

in said device self-contained means for anchoring the 
device when afloat. 

It is also an object of this invention to provide in said 
device self-contained means for actuating at pre-set time 
automatically the means for anchoring the device. 

It is also an object of this invention to provide in said 
device self-contained manually pre-operated means for 
neutralizing one or more of some of the aforesaid various 
actuating means when engagement of means affected 
thereby is or are not needed. 

It is likewise an object of this invention to make said 
device susceptible of being carried, lifted and, when 
afloat, of being held to, substituting as a life-preserver. 

It is an important object of this invention to make its 
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reduction to practice simple and durable in manufacture 
and use. 
To illustrate by an example how the above and other 

objects of this invention can be practically achieved ref 
erence now is being made to the accompanying drawings. 

In the drawings: 
FIGURE 1 is a perspective side view of a device com 

prising features of this invention and shows the device 
closed and some of its exposed components in folded 
positions. 
FIGURE 2 is a perspective semi-top view of the device 

(shown in FIGURE 1) except it shows some of the ex 
posed components unfolded for breaking its fall after 
the device is ejected from a distance above. 
FIGURE 3 is a view of the same device (shown in 

FIGURE 2) landed on water from above and shows its 
self-contained anchor anchored to the bottom after re 
lease from the device, and shows a self-contained an 
tenna projected from the device and transmitting a radio 
message, and, in the background, shows disabled aircraft 
fallen into water after the device has been ejected there 
from. 
FIGURE 4 is a view of the device (shown in FIGURE 

i) floating on the surface of the water after it was ejected 
from the indicated disabled and sunken submarine, and 
shows the anchor anchored to the bottom and the antenna 
transmitting a radio message. 
FIGURE 5 is a view of the device (shown in FIGURE 

2) landed on solid ground from above on its still secured 
thereto anchor, and shows thereby engaged shock absorb 
ing springs secured above the anchor thereagainst. 
FIGURE 6 is a view of the device (shown in FIGURE 

1) placed over the roof of a land vehicle, and shows the 
antenna projected from the device and transmitting a 
radio message. 
FIGURE 7 is a cross-sectional side view of device 

shown in FIGURE 1. 
FIGURE 8 is a cross-sectional view taken at 8-8 of 

FIGURE 7. 
FIGURE 9 is a plan view of components indicated in 

FIGURE 7 and of electric circuits affecting said compo 
Inents, 
FIGURE 10 is a sectional side cross-section showing 

mechanical means for unfolding a fall-breaking com 
ponent. 
FIGURE 11 is a sectional view of a front side of the 

device antenna and shows mechanical means for unfold 
ing antenna side flops when the antenna is projected from 
the device. 
FIGURE 12 is a top view taken at 12-12 of FIG 

URE 7. 
In reference to the drawings: 
Housing 13 is cone-shaped and of durable material and 

has its inner walls lined with cold-and-heat insulator 14 
and has an open neck 15 with open slots 15A, 15B, 15C 
and 5D (FIGURE 8) facing the opening. Housing 16 as 
cylindrically shaped and has a closed upper section 16A 
of larger diameter than the opening of neck 15; open sec 
tion 16B; and round bottom 16C adapted for passing 
through said opening of neck 5; columns 16D, 16E, 16F 
and 16G connecting bottom 16C with lower walls of 
closed section 16A; and square funnel 16H; protuber 
ances 6i, 16i, 16k and 6l extend sidewise outwardly 
from columns 16D, 16E, 16F and 16G respectively and 
are respectively smaller than slots 15A, 15B, 15C and 
15D respectively. Likewise protuberances 16m-16p 
(FIGURE 7) extend from bottom 16C and respectively 
opposite the protuberances 16i-16k respectively and at 
a distance therefrom slightly larger than the wall thick 
ness of housing 13. Circumferentially the locations of 
said protuberances are respectively co-ordinated with lo 
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cations of said slots so that they can be inserted simul 
taneously through the latter. If only the protuberances 
16m-16p are so inserted and then housing 16 is turned 
then apparently protuberances 16i-16k will hold hous 
ing 16 against the edges of neck 15 from further descent 
through the opening of neck 15 (as shown in FIGURE 
7). If all of said protuberances are inserted through slots 
15A-15D then section 16B of housing 16 will descend into 
housing 13. The latter has floor 13A at a distance from 
its top substantially equal to the height of section 16B. 
Floor 13A has opening 13G and slots corresponding re 
spectively with slots 15A-15D of the opening of neck 
15, thus the protuberances 16m-16p may be inserted 
through the corresponding slots in floor 13A and there 
after housing 16 turned which will lock it in closed posi 
tion shown in FIGURE 1. To make said locking air 
tight a rubber washer 17 (FIGURE 7) is mounted around 
section 16B under sidewise extending bottom walls of 
section 16A of housing 16. The top wall of section 16A 
has circular protuberance 18 with a two-stage-opening 
through the middle section thereof, i.e. the top-stage 
18A-cone shaped, and the thereunder-stage 18B-Square 
shaped and corresponding to funnel 16H and having an 
off-set in its middle-way occupied by rubber washer 19. 
Under the floor 13A the housing 13 is further divided into 
downwardly successive chambers 13B, 13C, 13E and 
13F. Chamber 13C is hermetically sealed from others 
and is either a vacuum or filled with a gas lighter than 
air, for instance, helium, for reducing weight of the de 
vice and helping the upper section thereof to float above 
water, Chamber 13F is filled with ballast for keeping 
device in upward position in flight, water or on the 
ground. Chamber 13B houses electric batteries 20 and 
radio transmitting equipment 21. Chamber 13E houses 
a substantially large rotary spool 22 for anchor cord 23 
one end of which is tied to anchor shaft 24A of anchor 
24 through funnel 25 connecting chamber 13E with the 
outside. Spool 22 is ordinarily kept from rotating by 
pin 28 kept in spool seat 22A by inwardly resilient spring 
28A (FIGURE 9) which keeps anchor 24 in position 
shown in FIGURE 7 against shock absorbing springs 26, 
26A and like secured to the bottom of housing 13. Han 
dle 27, for carrying and lifting the device or for holding 
to it in water, is secured over and with top wall of hous 
ing 16 and, when disengaged, is brought and kept flat 
thereagainst by means of springs 27A and 27B (FIG 
URE 12). Wings 29, 30, 31 and 32 are hinged circularly 
with, to and around upper section of housing 13 on the 
outside thereof under its circularly and outwardly pro 
truding collar 13H (FIGURE 10) adapted for restrict 
ing the extent of upward unfolding of said wings, sub 
stantially as indicated in FIGURE 10. Outwardly re 
silient springs, like spring 33, are secured between each of 
said wings and housing 13 to cause said wings to unfold 
when not held against the outer side wall of housing 3. 
Ordinarily said wings are held folded as shown in FIG 
URES 1 and 7 by hooks, like hook 34 (FIGURE 7), 
pivoted within housing 13 and protruding outwardly 
therefrom through soft rubber washers, like washer 35, 
sealed in openings therefor in side wall of housing 13 for 
allowing upward and downward motion for each hook 
while sealing housing 13. Slot-like openings, like open 
ing 31A (FIGURES 1 and 7) are provided in each wing 
opposite each of said hooks when the wings are folded, 
each of said hooks is inserted through a respective slot 
like opening in the wing, is pressed down thereagainst 
and holds the latter folded with co-operation of a re 
spective spring, like spring 33Z. Each of said hooks may 
be lifted against resiliency of said spring (like 33Z) from 
within housing 13 by an electromagnet, like 36 and 36A 
in FIGURE 7. In due time, as described below, said elec 
tro-magnets (36, 36A, 36B and 36C in FIGURE 9) are 
actuated for lifting said respective hooks whereby the 
wings 29-32 become released and unfold by means of 
their respective springs, like spring 33 (FIGURE 10). 
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4. 
Wings 29-32 are bridged with each other by V-shaped 
pieces (37, 37A, 37B, 37C-FIGURE 2) of soft strong 
material, like nylon, secured respectively between op 
posite side edges of said wings thereto and folded there 
under when the wings are held folded (substantially as 
indicated in FIGURE 7), and unfolded together with 
said wings to form therewith a continuous parachute-like 
roof substantially as indicated in FIGURE 2. The length 
of an inverted-T-shaped metal square rod 38 has its front 
side teethed (as indicated in FIGURES 7, 9 and 11) for 
worm-gear engagement, has a cone-shaped plug 38A Se 
cured to its top and adapted to fit-in and Seal opening 
18A (FIGURE 7), has an off-set 38B (FIGURE 11) at 
the base of its thinner section, has two flat rods (38C 
and 38D) pivoted in said off-set 38B and each having its 
respective pivoted end-section cut at an angle to restrict 
extent of their respective unfolding against the thinner 
section of rod 38, substantially as indicated in FIGURE 
11, has outwardly resilient springs 38E and 38F Secured 
between its thinner section and rods 38C and 38D re 
spectively and adapted to force unfolding of the latter 
two. Rod 38 via its thicker end is inserted into and 
through housing 16 via opening 18A-18B and funnel 
16H until it is held by plug 38A when seated in open 
ing 18A, as shown in FIGURE 7. In so inserting rod 
38 the rods 38C and 38D will be pressed (folded) against 
thinner section of rod 38, as shown. Worm-gear 39 
(FIGURES 7 and 9) is turnably secured against teethed 
side of rod 38 within section 16A of housing 16 and is 
driven by electric motor 60 for projecting rod 38 (and 
rods 38C and 38D) from housing 16 substantially as in 
dicated in FIGURES 3-6. 

Section 16B of housing 16 (FIGURE 7) houses elec 
trically operated wire-recorder (message-receiver-re 
corder-transmitter) 40 (FIGURES 7 and 9), two-way 
switch 41, plug 42 for removable message-delivering-for 
recording microphone, antenna brush 65, and four elec 
trically operated timing devices identified in FIGURE 
7 under one number 43, and in FIGURE 9 further identi 
fied individually as timing devices 43A, 43B, 43C and 
43D respectively; device 43A governing actuation of 
electro-magnets 36, 36A, 36B and 36C for lifting hooks 
34, 34A, 34B and 34C for unhooking wings 29-32; de 
vice 43B governing actuation of motor 60 for projecting 
rod 38 from housing 16; device 43C governing actuation 
of electromagnet 64 for pulling pin 28 from anchor 
reel 22 whereby the latter will be free to rotate for un 
winding of cord 23 therefrom pulled by weight of anchor 
24 until or unless latter rests on solid ground; device 
43D governing actuation of transmitting by recorder 40 
and of radio transmitting equipment 21 for radio-broad 
casting of the pre-recorded message via brush 65 con 
ductively pressing against projected rod 38 adapted as 
radio antenna. Devices 43A, 43B and/or 43C, either, 
any, two or all, may be manually pre-disconnected from 
battery 20 via respective shut-off switches 43E, 43F and 
43G depending upon where and/or wherefrom the en 
tire device is expected to be used, i.e. from aircraft, over 
water or ground, submarine and/or ground vehicle. For 
instance, if it is to be used from a ground vehicle, the 
timing devices 43A and 43C are apparently not needed; if 
from submarine timing device 43A is not needed; if 
from aircraft over solid ground timing device 43C is 
not needed, in the latter case anchor 24 need not be 
ejected from the device but would act as a landing plat 
form of the shock absorbing springs 26, 26A and like 
when device lands on the ground. 
Timing devices 43A, 43B, 43C and 43D have clock 

wise motors 43H, 43I, 43.J and 43K respectively (FIG 
URE 9), all, for instance, of equal speed. Said motors 
have extended axles 44, 45, 46 and 47 respectively. 
Perpendicularly to said axles are secured thereto conduc 
tive inwardly springy handles 48, 49, 50 and 51 respec 
tively. Each handle has an indicated inwise protuber 
ance pointed against circular ring-like face (52, 53, 54 
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and 55 respectively). Face 52 comprises conductive 
plate 52A and conductive plate 52B insulated from each 
other and both on the same level. Circular length of 
plate 52B depends upon length of time required to ef 
fectively unhook wings 29-32. A throw-switch 56 is se 
cured opposite plate 52A for engagement by extension 
of handle 48 after latter leaves plate 52B. Face 53 
has similar arrangement of plates 53A and 53B and 
switch 57, except here the circular length of plate 53B 
depends on length of time required to project antenna 
38 from housing 16. Face 54 comprises conductive 
plate 54A and sunk conductive plate 54B insulated from 
each other. Face 55 comprises similar, as in face 54, 
plates 55A and 55B. Electric current is supplied from 
battery 20 via shown electric circuits A and B leading 
from its opposite terminals respectively. Circuit B con 
nects with one terminal of motor 43 via shut-off switch 
43F, one terminal of motor 43K, one terminal of motor 
43J via shut-off switch 43G, one terminal of motor 43H 
via shut-off switch 43E, one terminal of electro-magnet 
64, one terminal of motor 60, one terminal of electro 
magnets 36A, 36B, 36C and 36 respectively, terminal B 
of wire-recorder 40 and one terminal of radio-transmit 
ter set 21. Circuit A connects with handle terminal of 
the two-way switch 41. Of the latter one contact-ter 
minal 4A connects with one A terminal of recorder 40 
for actuating, when engaged, the latter to receive and re 
cord vocal message via plug 42 adapted for removable 
microphone (indicated in FIGURE 7), the other con 
tact-terminal 4 B (of switch 41) is connected with con 
ductive axles 44-47 via brushes (indicated in FIGURE 
9) on the timing devices 43A, 43B, 43C and 43D, and 
with stationary contact-terminals of the throw-switches 
56 and 57 respectively. 

In timing device 43A terminal A of its motor 43H 
is connected with the throw-handle-terminal of switch 
56, in timing device 43B terminal A of its motor 43I 
is connected with the throw-handle-terminal of switch 
57, in timing device 43C terminal A of its motor 43.J is 
connected with plate 54A, in timing device 43D ter 
minal A of its motor 43K is connected with plate 55A. 
In timing device 43A plate 52B is connected with A ter 
minals of electro-magnets 36, 36A, 36B and 36C re 
spectively, in timing device 43B plate 53B is connected 
with terminal A of motor 60, in timing device 43C plate 
54B is connected with terminal A of electro-magnet 64, 
in timing device 43D plate 55B is connected with second 
terminal A of recorder 40 for actuating, when engaged, 
the latter to transmit pre-recorded message, and with 
terminal A of radio transmitting set 21 for actuating, 
when engaged, the latter to receive transmission of the 
pre-recorded message from recorder 40 and to radio re 
transmit the message via antenna 38 with which set 21 
is connected via brush 65 which is connected with the 
antenna 38 by brushing thereagainst and with transmit 
ting terminal of set 21 by circuit as indicated in FIG 
URE 9. 
In timing devices 43A, 43B, 43C, 43D handles 48-51 

may be manually pre-set over any circular point of their 
respective faces 52-55 respectively. In FIGURE 9 their 
relative to each other positions indicate that, when actu 
ated, first the handle 48 will reach engage and disengage 
plate 52B, then it will throw open switch 56 thus de 
actuating itself; after a while handle 49 will reach, en 
gage and disengage plate 53B then throw open switch 
57 thus likewise de-actuating itself; then after a while 
handle 50 will reach and engage 54B and will remain 
over the latter (plate 54B) as by reaching it handle 50 
de-actuates itself; finally after a while handle 51 will 
reach and likewise continuously engage plate 55B. Re 
Sultant thereof and at pre-determined intervals first the 
wings 29-32 will be unhooked long enough for their 
release and unfolding, then, after elapse of pre-estimated 
time needed for descent the worm-gear 39 will move an 
tenna. 38 upwardly long enough for the antenna to be 
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come fully projected, then reel 22 will become continu 
ously released from pin 28 for unpredeterminable de 
gree of unwinding of anchor cord 23, and finally after 
elapse of a maximum anticipated time needed for the 
device to descend, for instance, from an aircraft to the 
ocean and to settle thereupon and get itself anchored, 
the radio broadcasting of pre-recorded message will be 
actuated, and, of course, may be repeated continuously 
by adding common repeater mechanism in the recorder 
40. 

In a case of a disabled aircraft over the ocean the 
pilot opens the control section of such device, for in 
stance, by pulling housing 16 upward from housing 13 
to position shown in FIGURE 7, secures it in such posi 
tion as has been described, sets handles 48-51 according 
to prevailing conditions such as fall distance and like, 
closes switches 43E, 43F, 43G (FIGURE 9), plugs re 
movable microphone into plug 42, turns from normally 
neutral position the handle of switch 41 to contact ter 
minal 41A thereof, gives verbal message to recorder 40 
on what has happened, location, identification, call for 
help etc., pulls out microphone from plug 42, turns han 
dle of Switch 41 to contact terminal 41B thereof, closes 
and locks the device (as has been described), lifts device 
by handle 27 and throws it out from the aircraft and 
follows the device on his own parachute. If the aircraft 
happens to be over solid ground the pilot leaves switch 
43G open (since the anchoring is not required). If 
device is to be ejected from a sunken submarine or dis 
abled ship, the operator leaves switch 43E open (since 
unfolding of the wings is not required). If device is to 
be used from a disabled ground vehicle, the operator 
leaves switches 43E and 43G open (since neither the un 
folding of the wings nor anchoring are required). 
While the reduction to practice of the objects of this 

invention has been hereabove exemplified by the referred 
to illustration and description it is understood, of course, 
that various and wide modifications in structure, design, 
components, arrangements and like within the herein dis 
closed and taught principles of this invention may be 
resorted to without jeopardizing this patent protection, 
and that the latter is limited only by the scope of the 
accompanying claims. 

I claim as my invention: 
1. A device for carrying in a drop from high altitude 

to and against land and water, for ascending from under 
water to surface, for anchoring there and for stabilizing 
at and after impact with uneven hard ground various con 
tents such as an electrically operated voice recorder and 
transmitter, radio transmitting equipment, timing devices, 
electric battery and like and other associated components, 

a cone-shaped durable housing comprising a plurality 
of vertically successive chambers; a first thereof over 
the relative wider bottom of the housing and with 
stationary secured there relatively heavy ballast 
means for keeping said bottom downward; the sec 
ond chamber over the first and with therein rotat 
ably Secured a reel of anchor rope and releasable 
means for locking the reel against rotating; a rela 
tively narrow passage leading from the second 
chamber through the first and the bottom; the third 
and permanently sealed chamber over the second 
and filled with contra-ballast means for lightening 
the housing and contents in the fall, touch-down 
and ascent; the fourth chamber adjacent to the third 
and adapted for carrying the various contents and 
having an opening to the outside; releasable closing 
means for sealing the fourth chamber; outwardly 
resilient shock-absorbing means secured to and loose 
ly protruding downwardly from the bottom of the 
housing; a durable and substantially heavy platform 
sidewise conforming to the cone-shape of the hous 
ing when placed and aligned thereunder against and 
under the shock-absorbing means; releasable means 
conjunctive with the reel locking means for keep 
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ing the platform in such place and alignment and 
comprising an elongated protuberance from the upper 
face of the platform and loosely inserted into the 
passage and secured with the rope of said locked 
reel; said platform, when so kept, adapted as ver 
tically stabilizing means for the housing dropped 
over uneven land, and, when the reel is unlocked, as, 
released on the rope, anchor means for the housing 
in water. 

2. The device of claim 1 wherein the housing has on 
the outside a plurality of wing-like hard plates respec 
tively hinged to and around the upper side section of 
the housing for rigid securement therewith and for fold 
ing downwardly against the side wall of the housing and 
for unfolding upwardly therefrom, said plates of shape 
and length substantially conforming to the shape and 
length of the housing when in the folded position; out 
wardly resilient means for unfolding the plates upwardly; 
means for limiting the unfolding of the plates to a sub 
stantially horizontal position; releasable means for hold 
ing the plates in folded position; durable substantially 
soft material secured with and under the plates for fully 
connecting the latter bridge-like with each other in sub 
stantially umbrella-like manner when the plates are un 
folded, and for collapsing thereunder when the plates are 
kept in folded position. 

3. A device for carrying substantially fragile contents 
in a drop from high altitude to and against land and 
water, for ascending from under water to surface, for 
anchoring there and for stabilizing vertically at and after 
impact on uneven hard ground, 

a cone-shaped durable housing comprising therewithin 
a substantially heavy ballast means close to the bot 
tom to keep the latter downwards; a rotatably secured 
reel of anchor rope; releasable means for locking 
the reel against rotating; a downward passage lead 
ing to the outside from the reel; above the reel a 
permanently sealed contra-ballast means for co 
operating with thereunder ballast means in keeping 
the bottom downwards, and for lightening the hous 
ing and the contents in the fall, touch-down and 
ascent, and for increasing the housing buoyancy in 
water; a compartment having an upwardly directed 
opening to the outside for storing the substantially 
fragile contents; releasable closing means for seal 
ing the open compartment; outside of the housing 
an outwardly resilient shock-absorbing means se 
cured to and loosely protruding downwardly from the 
bottom; a substantially heavy platform with a flat 
bottom face and concaved top face forming a ra 
dially substantially sharp grabbing edge in meeting 
with side walls of the platform, said side walls 
conforming with the cone-shape of the housing when 
the platform is placed and aligned therewith there 
under against and under the shock-absorbing means; 
releasable means conjunctive with the reel locking 
means for keeping the platform in such place and 
alignment and including an elongated protuberance 
stationary with and upwardly projecting from the 
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top face of the platform and loosely inserted into the 
passage and secured with the rope of locked reel; 
said platform, when so kept, adapted as vertically 
stabilizing means for the housing dropped over un 
even land, and, when the reel is unlocked, as, released 
on the rope, anchoring means for the housing in 
water; an umbrella-like means for retarding the fall 
ing speed of the housing and comprising durable 
soft and pliable sheet material extending under and 
secured to a folding radial frame of rigid plates re 
spectively hinged to and around the outside upper 
circumference of the housing for folding down 
wardly against the housing sides and over then col 
lapsed thereunder the plates-bridging sections of the 
soft material and then conforming to the cone-shape 
and length of the housing, and for unfolding up 
wardly in umbrella-like manner; means for restrict 
ing the degree of the unfolding; outwardly resilient 
means for causing the unfolding; releasable means 
for holding the umbrella-like means in the folded 
position. 

4. A device for carrying down a load in upward posi 
tion in a drop from high altitude with retarded falling 
speed, 

a substantially cone-shaped housing comprising pre 
dominant weight in the lower section thereof; a plu 
rality of rigid alike plates matching the housing shape 
and length when placed sidewise thereagainst there 
around substantially adjacent to each other, said 
plates being radially hinged by their narrowest sides 
to and around the housing outer top circumference 
for folding downwardly against the housing sides 
and for unfolding upwardly therefrom; means for re 
stricting the unfolding of the plates to a substantially 
horizontal position; outwardly resilient means for 
unfolding the plates; releasable means for holding 
the plates in folded position; pliant sheet material 
means secured to and under the plates and extended 
therebetween for fully bridging the plates with each 
other umbrella-like when said plates are unfolded, 
and for collapsing under the plates when the latter 
are held in folded position. 
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